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The player's handbook comes with a lot of properties that can use all classes, one of which is the Tempest domain. This starting subclass for Cleric focuses on the aggressive use of lightning and lightning to kill his enemies. Common backgrounds for this class include Vikings, warlords, demigods or pious Druids. So, let's batten the
hatches and prepare for the stormy waters, because there is a storm coming in our Storm Cleric 5E Guide.Brave Storm: Storm Cleric 5EThe Tempest Domain in DMDE 5E is pretty simple. What he can do is limited, but the ability he gets greatly increases Cleric's ability to be a front-line damage-dealer. This also does not take into account
range abilities. The ability of the Tempest Cleric to blast has greatly improved compared to the base cleric. The combination of fierce front tankiness and brutal new options for damage makes this a real hurricane domain. Domain SpellsThe Tempest Domain gets explosive options outside of the standard 5E clerics spells that are
associated with storms... Or at least natural disasters. These options focus primarily on damage and combat control, with multiple spells of utility. This window title1 level - Cloud Mist, Thunderwave3rd level - Gust of wind, Shatter5th level - Lightning Challenge, sleet Storm7 level - Water Management, Ice Storm9th Level - Destructive
Wave, Insect PlagueMost of these spells deal with lower damage, but focus on longer duration. Call Lightning, for example, causes several bolts of lightning over a 10-minute period. Over the round, he does less damage than traditional explosive spells, but it amounts to him being able to deal with that damage more times. The same case
concerns spells like ice storm and insect Plague.Still, Domain has some explosive, with Thunderwave, Shatter, and destructive waves. Gust of Wind, Fog Cloud, Sleet Storm and Control Water affect the environment, allowing Tempest Cleric ships to operate on the battlefield. You can really do a fight in something that is very useful for
your team with a good placement of these spells. The list of spells really emphasizes this subclass as a combative cleric and a rather amazing display of pious power. Bonus Skills When you take this class, you get skill both with heavy armor and combat weapons. Obviously it's pretty big. Heavy armor is a staple of the front tank,
increasing ac used quite a bit without having to build in Dexterity. You can build a lot more into force and the Constitution to be a bruiser. Although there is no Forge Cleric, the benefits of heavy armor are quite common in 5E, and thus using it for in a frontal role is a major upside. Knowledge of military weapons opens up two main areas.
Adding to frontline roles with weapons like Greatsword and Lance offers options for the front-runner to become more Combat weapons tend to be at least one category of bone stronger than a simple option, meaning that you naturally do more harm. They also have a lot more options for one-handed build a path like Longsword or
Morningstar that do good damage and let you have a shield... Or another weapon. In addition, the Longbow variants gives a consistent range to build some love, along with two crossbow variants. Either way you choose, you can become front or backliner, without the need for cantrips for your without the resources of damage. StormYour's
anger at true Level 1 ability comes as a counterattack, lending confidence to the melee build; Also on the 1st level you can vociferously reproach the forwards. When a creature 5 feet away from you that you can see hits you with an attack, you can use your reaction to induce the creature to make Dexterity save the throw. The creature
takes 2d8 lightning or thunder damage (your choice) on a failed save throw, and twice as much damage to a successful one. You can use this feature several times, equal to the Wisdom modifier (at least once). You recover all expendable uses when you finish a long vacation. What an early game locomotive! As a reaction, inflicting 2d8
damage to the enemy's melee is quite strong. To put it in perspective, it's basically using a reaction to throw a Level 1 spell at someone hitting you. And you can do it several times a day. It's not bad at all! As a Level 1 ability, it absolutely melts low-level intruders, so it's important that you use it whenever you take damage. However, the
weakness of this ability comes with a lack of scaling. Working 2d8 damage early in the game is crazy good. But the fact that the damage never increases means that this ability becomes less and less impressive as the campaign continues. Fortunately, the lightning damage that this ability uses is super good with the future aspects of this
domain. Channel Divinity: Destructive Anger Than Simply Turning the Undead, Storm Cleric Prefers to Bring Their-Games; Starting from Level 2, you can use your Channel Divinity to wield the power of the storm with uncontrollable brutality. When you roll lightning or thunder damage, you can use your Channel Divinity to deal with
maximum damage rather than rolling. This has great potential throughout the tempest Cleric career. At level 2, your options are somewhat limited. Even then, maxing out the damage to the wrath of a storm or Thunder wave means dealing 16 damage to the use of the Channel of Divinity. As the levels go on, maxing out abilities like Call
Lightning and Destructive Wave can make up 100 damages, to the goals. For Call Lightning, remember this ability only triggers on a single lightning bolt. And this ability is for when you roll. Depending on the discretion of your grandmaster, you do damage before or after the target is saved. If your yours Has you roll damage after the target
saves, then you can guarantee high damage to whoever you want. Otherwise, this ability still guarantees high damage, potentially for a few people, with spells like Thunderwave and Destructive Waves; halving the maximum damage to the target is still associated with average damage. And, the options get wild if you're a multiclass in
Storm Sorcerer. Any secret multiclass will give fantastic, high damage options for Thunder or Lightning spells, since Cleric doesn't get many options. This is not to say that Staying In the Way cleric is not powerful, but for a pure blasting role, consider a sorcerer or multiclass wizard, just because this ability is so strong. Thunderbolt StrikeI
now for another reason to consider multiclassing; On level 6, when you strike a lightning strike on a large or smaller creature, you can also push it 10 feet away from you. That ability is pretty solid, isn't it? Good combat control, no requirements for salvation. Even if the creature can't escape the spell of lightning, it gets pushed. Awesome!
Unfortunately, you have two options for this ability; Anger storm and call Lightning.Because this ability does not apply to the damage of thunder, the options Cleric has to use this effect is pretty grim. However, all is not lost. Call Lightning allows you to push someone 10 feet once per turn, for 10 minutes. This is important and gives your
fighting group plenty of breathing space. Similarly, Anger Storms can trigger this ability and get a wonderful push back as well as avoid flank rules (if your GM use them) or just to prevent multiple attacks. It also synergies well if you can find any alternative ways to deal with lightning damage such as Javelin Lightning.However, if you want
to really use this ability, the scope of the effect options offered by Storm Sorcerers and Masters should be considered. This way you can push back a few groups of enemies, have better options to push enemies, and control the battlefield from a more specific distance. Lightning ball, Lightning Bolt, and even some shocking cantrips can
use this ability pretty well. It also wouldn't be so easy to counter being indoors. Divine StrikeEven so, variants of Storm Cleric continue to grow in strength. This, in particular, makes fighting mano-and-mano a little easier. On the 8th level you will have the ability to fill your weapon with divine energy. Once on each of your turns, when you
hit the creature with a weapon attack, you can trigger an attack to inflict an extra 1d8 thunder damage to the target. When you reach level 14, an additional increases to 2d8. If it were lightning damage... Like many Divine beats, this one is short and sweet. However, thunder damage is one of the elements that is most ignored by the
Monster Guide, with not many creatures resistant or immune to it. That's what the Thunder Thunder do. on Divine Strike is quite significant, even without much to supplement the thunder damage from the archetype. With how often Tempest Domain awaits you to brawl, however, an additional burst of damage is always important. And the
damage increases, making it up to 16 damage. Stormborn Storm Cleric's ability helps the brawler mindset become universal. On the 17th level, you have a flight speed equal to your current walking speed when you are not underground or indoors. Beautiful and simple! You can fly around like Mary Poppins, but only when you are outside.
It's not as situational as it sounds; a lot of campaigns have to take place outside at the end of the game. With this ability, your melee build can make it easier to fight dragons or demons by flying high above your fighter or barbaric allies. Having a constant flight is one of the strongest abilities possible for melee, so Storm Cleric get it as a
class ability frees up your item slots for magical items quite a lot. Also, out-of-combat utility is abundant. No more failing Athletics checks because of this bulky suit full plate. You will be more easily available to any ally who needs a cure wound or other forms of care. And flying high above the city as lightning crashes around you are sure to
get an edge on the inspections. All in all, quite a significant stone. It's a shame that there are caveats to it, making it less useful in campaigns where you dungeon crawl. If you're lucky, the campaign you'll be in will focus more on cities, invasion, or war... Otherwise, you can check with your GM before you choose Tempest Cleric for a late
campaign game. This ability is useless inside tombs or dungeons. The best race for Tempest ClericsAs with our Forge Cleric guide, muscular frontliners with a bonus to Wisdom, are usually extremely useful for Tempest Cleric to succeed. Dwarf Hill's gentle durability and the wisdom of the gnome hill make them far and far the best option
for your typical Tempest Cleric. Given that you only need Wisdom, the Constitution and some power, the natural spread of the dwarf is fantastic. Not slowing down heavy armor is good for your melee abilities. And, after all, these beards may be the most Viking thing in the basic rulebook! DragonbornPecially, if you're considering a
multiclass in a sorcerer, Dragonborn are a great addition. Blue dragons are somewhere in their blood, after all! Lightning Breath Attack gets a lot of mileage from lightning ability in the domain, and gives you an extra option for the area of effect. Charisma is beneficial for the multi-class, but the power is fantastic for the front-line kit. You can
consider this race even Multiclass! If you do, be sure to invest heavily in Wisdom.Races to avoid avoiding why stay away from small small such as Dwarf or Halfling. As good as multi-classicing to the Wizard may seem, the power of heavy weapons for this subclass is somewhat painful for small races. In addition, heavy armor worsens
their already low speed (without some force of initiation, which can harm the casting). Conclusion - Our take on Tempest DomainOne from the simplest subclasses in the game also comes on a scale somewhat bad. While the early Tempest domain game is perhaps the strongest of all domains, the lack of lightning-fast spells means that
your ability and versatility will struggle, just a little bit, in the mid-end of the game. Even with my complaint with the subclass, it still offers booming damage, shocking melee options, and spine-tingling taste. Consider this domain for an explosive role, using spell slots on things like Call Lightning for a consistent range of damage. Or consider
using it to increase your Storm Sorcerer, and really bring on Thunder.Want to see other Lyric options or how to optimize your character altogether? Check out our comprehensive Guide to Cleric 5E! Related Guide! Related number patterns worksheets grade 3 pdf. number patterns worksheets 3rd grade pdf. number patterns worksheets
3rd grade. grade 3 maths number patterns worksheets. free number patterns worksheets 3rd grade. 3rd grade math number patterns worksheets
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